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Constraints on Large Extra Dimensions from the MINOS Experiment
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We report new constraints on the size of large extra dimensions from data collected by the MINOS
experiment between 2005 and 2012. Our analysis employs a model in which sterile neutrinos arise as
Kaluza-Klein states in large extra dimensions and thus modify the neutrino oscillation probabilities
due to mixing between active and sterile neutrino states. Using Fermilab’s NuMI beam exposure
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of 10.56 × 1020 protons-on-target, we combine muon neutrino charged current and neutral current
data sets from the Near and Far Detectors and observe no evidence for deviations from standard
three-flavor neutrino oscillations. The ratios of reconstructed energy spectra in the two detectors
constrain the size of large extra dimensions to be smaller than 0.45µm at 90% C.L. in the limit of
a vanishing lightest active neutrino mass. Stronger limits are obtained for non-vanishing masses.

PACS numbers: 14.60.St, 14.60.Pq, 04.50.+h

Neutrino oscillation has been established through mea-
surements of solar, atmospheric, reactor, and accelerator
beam neutrinos [1–7]. The underlying mechanism can be
described by the unitary PMNS mixing matrix [8], which
connects the three weak flavor eigenstates (νe,νµ,ντ)
with the three mass eigenstates (ν1,ν2,ν3). This ma-
trix can be parameterized by three mixing angles, θ12,
θ13, and θ23, and a CP-violating phase δCP. Oscilla-
tion probabilities in vacuum depend upon the mixing pa-
rameters, neutrino energy, travel distance (baseline), and
the squared neutrino mass differences ∆m2

ij ≡ m2
i −m2

j

(i, j = 1, 2, 3). Oscillation probabilities in long-baseline
experiments can be further modified by matter effects [9].

Current data are well described by the three-flavor
model. However, with increasing precision of experi-
ments, one can test for discrepancies that could be ac-
counted for by small modifications to the standard three-
flavor model. One such scenario employs large extra di-
mensions.

Sub-millimeter sized large extra dimensions were orig-
inally introduced in [10] to explain the large gap between
the electroweak scale, mEW ∼ 103 GeV, and the Planck
scale, MPl ∼ 1019 GeV. In this model, MPl attains its
high value due to a volumetric scaling of a more funda-
mental scale, MPl, which is assumed to be of the same
order of magnitude as mEW,

M2
Pl = M

d+2

Pl Vd, (1)

where d is the number of extra dimensions and Vd the
corresponding volume. In this framework, however, the
lack of a higher fundamental scale disqualifies the see-saw
mechanism [11] as an explanation of the small neutrino
masses. To resolve this, the existence of sterile neutri-
nos, arising as Kaluza-Klein (KK) states in the extra di-
mensions, is suggested in [12, 13], leading to small Dirac
neutrino masses [13]

mν = κv
MPl

MPl
, (2)

where κ is a Yukawa coupling coefficient and v the Higgs
vacuum expectation value.

Adopting the Large Extra Dimension (LED) model of
[14–18], all the Standard Model (SM) fields, including the
three left-handed (active) neutrinos and the Higgs dou-
blet, live on a four-dimensional brane, 3+1 spacetime.
Three SM singlet fermion fields, one for each neutrino fla-
vor, live in a higher-dimensional bulk, 3+1+d spacetime,

with at least two compactified extra dimensions (d ≥ 2).
To simplify matters, one of the extra dimensions can be
compactified on a circle with radius R much larger than
the size of the other dimensions, effectively making this a
five-dimensional problem. The compactness of the extra
dimension allows a decomposition of each bulk fermion
in Fourier modes. From the couplings to gauge bosons,
the zero modes can be identified as the active neutrinos,
while the other modes are sterile neutrinos. All these
states are collectively referred to as the KK towers. The
Yukawa coupling between the bulk fermions and the ac-
tive neutrinos leads to mixing between the SM and KK
neutrinos, which alters the three-flavor oscillation prob-
abilities. Hence, neutrino oscillation measurements can
constrain the size of large extra dimensions.

As discussed in [18], the oscillation amplitude among
active neutrino states can be written as

A (να→νβ) =

3∑
i,j,k=1

+∞∑
n=0

UαiU
∗
βkW

(0n)∗
ij W

(0n)
kj

× exp

i(λ(n)
j

R

)2(
L

2E

), (3)

where E is the neutrino energy and L the baseline. The

eigenvalues λ
(n)
j of the Hamiltonian depend on R and

the active neutrino masses m1, m2, and m3. The matri-
ces U and W are the mixing matrices for the active and
KK neutrino modes, respectively. The (0n) indices re-
fer to the mixing between the zero mode and the KK
tower. In practice, only the first five KK modes are
considered in each tower [18]. Squaring the amplitude
gives the oscillation probability P (να→νβ). Compared
to the three-flavor case, this model requires two extra
parameters, R and m0, where the latter is defined as
the lightest active neutrino mass (normal mass order-
ing: m3 > m2 > m1 ≡ m0; inverted mass ordering:
m2 > m1 > m3 ≡ m0).

In Fig. 1, the muon neutrino survival probability,
P (νµ→νµ), for the MINOS baseline and normal mass
ordering, is illustrated for m0 = 0 eV and two values of
R. As stated in [18], there are three prominent features
of LED visible in this figure: a displacement of the oscil-
lation minimum with respect to the three-flavor case, a
reduction of the integrated survival probability because
of active-to-KK oscillation, and the appearance of mod-
ulations on the survival probability because of fast os-
cillations to the KK states. With increasing energy, the
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FIG. 1: The muon neutrino survival probability P (νµ→νµ)
at the MINOS Far Detector as a function of the true neutrino
energy for m0 = 0 eV and R = 0.5µm (red line) or 1µm (blue
line), and for three-flavor oscillation (black line).

amplitude of the modulations increases while their fre-
quency decreases, making the effects of LED easier to
observe away from the oscillation minimum. The values
in Fig. 1 of ∆m2

32 = 2.37× 10−3 eV2 and sin2 θ32 = 0.410
are taken from the MINOS standard oscillation analysis
[3]. The value of sin2 θ13 = 0.022 is a weighted average
of the Daya Bay [19], RENO [20], and Double Chooz
[21] results. The values of ∆m2

21 = 7.54 × 10−5 eV2 and
sin2 θ12 = 0.308 are taken from a global fit [22]. We
set δCP = 0 since it has little effect on the oscillation
probabilities [23]. These values are used throughout the
analysis.

Constraints on this model based on atmospheric, re-
actor, and accelerator beam neutrino oscillation experi-
ments are discussed in [17]. The authors derived a bound
constraining R to be less than 0.82µm at 90% C.L. The
sensitivities of CHOOZ, KamLAND, and MINOS for this
model were calculated in [18] using a modified version of
the GLoBES software [24]. Assuming 7.24×1020 protons-
on-target (POT) for MINOS in νµ mode, a combined sen-
sitivity of R < 0.75 (0.49)µm at 90% C.L. was obtained
for normal (inverted) mass ordering and vanishing m0.
The zenith distribution of atmospheric neutrino events
collected by IceCube was analyzed in [25], where the au-
thors showed that it is possible to exclude R & 0.40µm at
95% C.L. The above neutrino limits are about two orders
of magnitude stronger than those obtained from table-
top gravitational experiments [26]. Astrophysical and
cosmological bounds are often much more stringent, but
are model-dependent [26]. Collider experiments can set
limits on the volume of the extra dimensions [26]. This
paper presents an analysis, sensitive to LED, of the MI-
NOS data set with a low-energy νµ mode exposure of
10.56× 1020 POT and a peak neutrino energy of 3 GeV.

In the MINOS experiment, neutrinos are produced by
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FIG. 2: The oscillation probabilities as a function of L/E,
incorporating MINOS energy resolution effects, for the three-
flavor case (black line), the same LED scenarios as in Fig. 1
(red and blue lines), and an LED case with non-zerom0 (green
lines). The baseline and neutrino energy are denoted as L and
E, respectively. The L/E coverage of the Near Detector and
Far Detector are represented by the grey bands, which contain
90% of the MINOS data.

directing 120 GeV protons from the Fermilab Main In-
jector onto a graphite target. The resulting π and K
mesons are focused in the forward direction and charge-
sign selected by two magnetic horns after which they de-
cay into neutrinos in a 675 m long tunnel. MINOS ob-
serves charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC)
neutrino events in a Near Detector (ND) and Far De-
tector (FD) located 1.04 km and 735 km downstream of
the target, respectively, on the NuMI (Neutrinos at the
Main Injector) beamline axis [27]. The beam composi-
tion at the ND consists of 91.8% νµ, 6.9% νµ, and 1.3%
νe and νe when operating in νµ mode. The ND and FD
are tracking-sampling calorimeters built of 2.54 cm thick
iron plates interleaved with scintillator planes composed
of 1 cm thick, 4.1 cm wide strips, arranged in two alter-
nating orthogonal views, and read out using wavelength-
shifting fibers coupled to multi-anode photomultiplier
tubes. The ND has a 23.7 t fiducial (980 t total) mass.
The FD has a 4.2 kt fiducial (5.4 kt total) mass. Us-
ing magnetic coils, both detectors are magnetized with
a toroidal magnetic field oriented to focus negatively
charged particles when operating in νµ mode [28].

A νµ CC-like event (νµN→µX) in the MINOS detec-
tors is characterized by a single outgoing muon track with
possible hadronic showers near the event vertex. The
muon momentum is determined from the track range for
tracks confined within the detector and from the track
curvature for exiting tracks. Since no charge separation
is applied in this analysis, both νµ and νµ events are
used. The energy of CC hadronic showers is estimated
using a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) algorithm based on the
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shower topology, in addition to the calorimetric shower
energy [29–33]. The CC neutrino energy at the FD is re-
constructed with a mean resolution of 17.3% by summing
the track and shower energies.

A να NC-like event (ναN→ναX with α = e,µ, τ) in
the ND or FD has a short diffuse hadronic shower and
possibly short hadron tracks. The NC event length is
required to be shorter than 47 planes. If a hadron track
is reconstructed in an event, the track length is required
not to exceed the shower length by more than five planes.
Additional selection requirements are imposed in the ND
to remove cases where reconstruction failed due to high
event rates [34, 35]. The NC neutrino energy at the FD
is reconstructed with a mean resolution of 41.7% using
the calorimetric shower energy.

In the CC selection procedure, separation between CC
and NC events is performed by combining four variables
describing track properties into a single discriminant vari-
able using a kNN algorithm [36, 37]. Only events that
failed the NC selection procedure are considered in the
CC selection procedure. The selected CC sample has
an efficiency (purity) estimated by Monte Carlo (MC) of
53.9% (98.7%) at the ND and 84.6% (99.1%) at the FD.
The ND efficiency is low because events occurring near
the magnetic coil hole are rejected. NC events are the
main background in both detectors [23].

The selected NC sample has an efficiency (purity) es-
timated by MC of 79.9% (58.9%) at the ND and 87.6%
(61.3%) at the FD. The background composition is 86.9%
CC νµ and 13.1% beam CC νe at the ND. Assuming
three-flavor oscillation, the backgrounds at the FD are
estimated as 73.8% CC νµ, 21.6% CC νe, and 4.6% CC
ντ [23].

The muon neutrino survival probability P (νµ→νµ),
probed by CC events, and the sterile neutrino appear-
ance probability P (νµ→νs), probed by a depletion of
NC events, are shown as a function of L/E in Fig. 2.
The same two LED scenarios as in Fig. 1 and a scenario
with non-zero m0 are compared to the three-flavor case.
MINOS energy resolution effects [38, 39] were accounted
for when calculating the probabilities.

In the MINOS standard oscillation analysis [3], ND
data are used to constrain the FD prediction based on
the assumption of no oscillations along the ND baseline
(black line in Fig. 2). In the LED analysis, this assump-
tion is not valid for m0 & 30 meV when R & 0.01µm
(as illustrated by the green lines in Fig. 2), and a fit is
performed to the ratio of the reconstructed FD and ND
neutrino energy spectra. This Far-over-Near ratio fit, us-
ing a covariance-matrix-based χ2 method [23], allows the
analysis to be sensitive to oscillations along the ND and
FD baselines and significantly reduces many systemat-
ics affecting both detectors. Figure 3 compares the Far-
over-Near ratio of the MINOS CC and NC data to the
three-flavor predictions and the LED predictions of the
χ2 minimum. The good agreement between data and the
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FIG. 3: The Far-over-Near ratio of the MINOS CC (top) and
NC (bottom) data (black points) as a function of the recon-
structed neutrino energy. The error bars represent statistical
uncertainties. The three-flavor predictions, using the same
oscillation parameters as Fig. 1, are shown in red. The LED
predictions of the χ2 minimum are shown with their system-
atic uncertainty (blue line and band).

three-flavor predictions indicates that, if large extra di-
mensions exist, oscillation between active and KK states
must be sub-dominant in MINOS.

The energy window for the fit is set between 0 and
40 GeV, with the CC and NC binning schemes chosen
such that the minimum number of FD events in a bin
provides a good Gaussian approximation. The CC and
NC samples are fitted simultaneously to improve the sen-
sitivity. The total χ2 is the sum of those of the CC and
NC samples, with each one given by

χ2 =

N∑
i,j=1

(oi − pi)[V −1]ij(oj − pj) +

(
Ndata −NMC

σN

)2

,

(4)

where oi and pi are the observed and predicted Far-
over-Near ratios in energy bin i, respectively, and V is
the sum of statistical and systematic covariance matri-
ces. The second term is an ND beam flux penalty term,
where Ndata (NMC) is the total number of ND data (MC)
events, and σN = 50%NMC is adopted as a conservative
difference between hadron production measurements and
MC calculations [23].

The total covariance matrix is

V = Vstat + Vacc + Vnorm + VNC + Vother. (5)

The statistical uncertainties are contained in Vstat and
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are less than 24% in each energy bin and 15% on aver-
age. The acceptance (Vacc), normalization (Vnorm), and
NC selection (VNC) covariance matrices have the biggest
impact on the sensitivity and are discussed below. Other
systematic uncertainties (Vother), including neutrino in-
teraction cross-section uncertainties and NuMI beam flux
uncertainties, are small and have a cumulative effect of
less than 4% in any energy bin of the Far-over-Near ratio.

The uncertainty in the acceptance and efficiency of
the ND for CC and NC events is evaluated by varying
event selection requirements in data and MC. Any shift
in the data-MC agreement is taken as a systematic uncer-
tainty. The effect on the Far-over-Near ratio of this sys-
tematic uncertainty is energy-dependent, never exceeding
6% (0.6%) for the CC (NC) sample, and includes corre-
lations between different bins.

The normalization systematic uncertainty is a conse-
quence of the detector differences between ND and FD,
including material dimensions, detector live time, and re-
construction efficiencies. It has a uniform uncertainty in
the Far-over-Near ratio of 1.6% (2.2%) for the CC (NC)
sample.

The matrix VNC accounts for the uncertainty in the
selection procedure that reduces the number of poorly-
reconstructed NC events, defined as those events with
reconstructed energy less than 30% of the true energy.
To improve data-MC agreement, the fraction of poorly
reconstructed events in the simulation is varied in a tem-
plate fit to the selection variables. The selection criteria
are then adjusted to yield the same number of rejected
events in data and MC. The variations seen in the NC
energy spectra from this procedure are taken as a sys-
tematic uncertainty. In the Far-over-Near ratio, this un-
certainty varies from 5% at 1 GeV to 1% at 10 GeV.

In minimizing the χ2 in the (R,m0) plane, θ23 and
∆m2

32 are free to vary in the fit. The four-dimensional
parameter space is divided into 51×51×26×51 bins and
has ranges

[
10−8, 10−6

]
m,

[
10−3, 1

]
eV, [0, π/2], and[

0, 5× 10−3
]

eV2 for R, m0, θ23, and ∆m2
32, respectively.

The Far-over-Near ratio is calculated at each bin center
and multilinear interpolation is used to obtain the Far-
over-Near ratio at other points in the parameter space.
Two initial θ23 hypotheses, one in each octant, are used
in the fit. Since the mass ordering was shown to have lit-
tle effect on the MINOS sensitivity [18, 23], only normal
ordering is considered in this analysis. The parameters
∆m2

21, θ12, θ13, and δCP are fixed to the values shown
in Fig. 1. CPT symmetry is assumed, implying identical
ν and ν oscillation parameters [42, 43]. The 90% C.L.
sensitivity contour and the cumulative effect of the sys-
tematic uncertainties are shown in Fig. 4. The sensitivity
is calculated using simulated three-flavor data generated
for the oscillation parameter values shown in Fig. 1.

The Feldman-Cousins technique [44] is used to ob-
tain the 90% C.L. data contour shown in Fig. 5. A shal-
low global minimum is found at R = 0.035µm, m0 =

m)µ (R
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FIG. 4: The cumulative effect of the systematic uncertainties
on the 90% C.L. sensitivity contour based on 10.56×1020 POT
MC and assuming normal mass ordering. The large extra
dimension size and the smallest neutrino mass are denoted
as R and m0, respectively. The shaded area indicates the
excluded region to the right of the contour.
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FIG. 5: The 90% C.L. data contour for the LED model,
obtained using the Feldman-Cousins technique, based on
10.56 × 1020 POT MINOS data and assuming normal mass
ordering. The large extra dimension size and the smallest
neutrino mass are denoted as R and m0, respectively. The
shaded area indicates the excluded region to the right of the
contour.

0.941 eV, sin2 θ23 = 0.612, and ∆m2
32 = 2.78 × 10−3 eV2

with χ2
3-flavor −χ2

LED = 0.95. No evidence for large extra
dimensions is found. The limit obtained from the data
is stronger than expected from the sensitivity, as can be
seen from a comparison of Figs. 4 and 5. A study of 1000
simulated experiments, each one using a Gaussian fluctu-
ation of the simulated three-flavor data based on the full
covariance matrices, shows that 39% of simulated exper-
iments obtain an exclusion stronger than that obtained
from the data at m0 = 0.005 eV. In the limit of a vanish-
ing lightest neutrino mass, the large extra dimension size
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is constrained to be smaller than 0.45µm at 90% C.L. To
date, this is the strongest limit on this large extra di-
mension model [17, 18] reported by a neutrino oscillation
experiment.
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